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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to examine the public opinion on the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) on Twitter. Using Twitter API, we collected the tweets containing the hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS for 12 months from 2014 to 2015. A Common Core corpus was created by compiling all the collected 660,051 tweets. The results of sentiment analysis suggest Twitter users expressed overwhelmingly negative sentiment towards the CCSS in all 50 states. Five topic clusters were detected by cluster analysis of the hashtag co-occurrence network. We also found that most of the opinion leaders were those who expressed negative sentiment towards the CCSS on Twitter. This study for the first time demonstrates how text mining techniques can be applied to education policy research, laying the foundation for real-time analytics of public opinion on education policies, thereby informing policymaking and implementation.
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Introduction

The purpose of this study is to examine the public opinion on the Common Core State Standards on Twitter. Since 2010, the adoption and implementation of the Common Core have stirred up much controversy (McDonell & Weatherford, 2013; Supovitz, Daly, & Del Fresno, 2015). Many people willingly express their thoughts on the Common Core on social media, creating abundant geo-referenced, time-stamped data on the public opinion on the Common Core. Therefore, social media offers a unique proxy to advance our understanding of how the digital public perceive the Common Core and diffuse their perceptions that may shape others’ perception of the Common Core. Mining public opinion expressed on social media, in particular with the applications of text mining analytical techniques in data acquisition, processing, and analysis, have been increasingly applied in the field of public policy to inform policymaking and implementation (Chung & Zeng, 2015; Janssen, Wimmer, & Deljoo, 2015; Reddicka, Chatfieldb & Jaramilloa, 2015; Whitman, 2015). Yet in the field of educational policy, very limited studies have capitalized on social media data to examine public opinion on educational policies, let alone applying the emerging text mining techniques to inform policymaking and implementation. To fill the void, in this study we apply text mining techniques to examine the public opinion in the Common Core discourse on Twitter—a microblogging site that has been used by an increasing number of teachers (Carpenter & Krutka, 2014), school principals and superintendents (Cho, 2016; Cox & McLeod, 2014a, 2014b; Wang, Sauers, & Richardson, 2016), as well as educational institutions such as school districts (Wang, 2016a) and state education agencies (Wang, 2016b). To advance our understanding of the public opinion on the Common Core on Twitter, this study seeks to answers the following three research questions:
• How did the public sentiment toward the Common Core State Standards vary, if any, across all states on Twitter?

• What was the topical structure in the Common Core discourse on Twitter?

• Who were the opinion leaders in the Common Core communication network on Twitter?

Given the widespread use of social media, the answers to these research questions shed light on how the Common Core unfolded on Twitter and how the Common Core adoption and implementation could be impacted by online public opinion. More importantly, this study lays the foundation for developing real-time analytics of public opinion on educational policies to overcome the time lag limitation from data collection to result report, thereby providing timely analytical results for evidence-based education policymaking and implementation.

**Literature Review**

This study draws from the literature on social media and policy research to illuminate how social media data can be capitalized on in the field of educational policy. In this section, we first present the background of the Common Core State Standards, followed by a review of the literature intersecting social media and public policy research. We next turn our attention to the conceptual framework grounded in network theory and ad hoc digital publics. Here I first provide a brief background of the Common Core State Standards.

**Background of the Common Core State Standards**

The Common Core State Standards, released in 2010, are the educational standards outlining the knowledge and skills that students in grades K-12 are expected to learn in English Language Arts (ELA) and mathematics (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2016). To date, 43 states and the District of Columbia have adopted the Common Core. Among them, 23
states have fully adopted the Common Core; 20 states have adopted with modification; one state (Minnesota) has partially adopted the standards (i.e., adopted only ELA standards but not mathematics standards) (Academic Benchmarks, 2016).

The sweeping adoption of the Common Core in its early stage was largely driven by bipartisan consensus and the far-reaching impact of the supporters with diverse organized interests (McDonnell & Weatherford, 2013; Zernike, 2015). The supporters include the Common Core developers (e.g., the Council of Chief State School Officers and the National Governors Association), policy entrepreneurs (e.g., former North Carolina Governor James Hunt and former West Virginia Governor Robert Wise) who “promote a position in return for anticipated future gain in the form of material, purposive, or solidary benefits” (Kingdon, 1995, p. 179), national associations (e.g., the National Education Association, the American Federation of Teachers, and the National Parent Teacher Association), state-level organizations (e.g., the Chamber of Commerce and the California Office to Reform Education), foundations (e.g., the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the GE Foundation), and private providers (e.g., the Pearson Education and the Student Achievement Partners).

Despite the supporters’ diverse organized interests, the Common Core adoption and implementation have met with mounting resistance (McDonnell & Weatherford, 2013; Polikoff, Hardaway, Marsh, & Plank, 2016; Porter, Fusarelli, & Fusarelli, 2014). Some argued that the federal incentivizing efforts—such as the Race to the Top grants and the No Child Left Behind waivers (Wohlstetter, Houston, & Buck, 2014)—are the “federal coercions masquerading as inducements” (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2009, p. 22), intruding and threatening state autonomy (McDonnell & Weatherford, 2013). Then the Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015 explicitly prohibits the federal government from the Common Core coercion (ESSA, 2015).
Others raged about the insufficient evidence suggesting the national standards produce better educational outcomes, the unknown costs of the Common Core implementation, the lack of public debate before the adoption, the increased testing burden, and the foundations’ role in the Common Core (McCluskey, 2010; Ujifusa, 2013; Rogers, 2015; Wallsten & Layton, 2013). The opposition gained momentum among teacher-oriented bloggers, think tanks (e.g., the Cato Institute and the Pioneer Institute), state-based groups (e.g., the Hoosiers Against Common Core and the Tennessee Eagle Forum), Tea Party affiliates, and the Republican National Committee (McDonnell & Weatherford, 2013). Nevertheless, at the early stage of Common Core implementation, McDonnell and Weatherford (2013) argued that the opposition to the Common Core, albeit confined to a limited number of states, in particular those with the Republican-majority legislatures, “complicates and politicizes the already challenging task of implementing the Common Core, and it could gain momentum in some 2014 gubernatorial elections, especially in Republican primaries” (p. 495). In 2014, three states (South Carolina, Indiana, and Oklahoma) withdrew from the Common Core (Academic Benchmarks, 2016).

As the presidential campaign unfolded in 2015, joining the Republican presidential candidates who have always opposed the Common Core (e.g., Ben Carson, Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, and Donald Trump), other candidates (e.g., Jeb Bush, Chris Christie, Carly Fiorina, and Mike Huckabee) reversed their position from in favor of to opposing the Common Core (Catanese, 2015; Elkind, 2016). Moving beyond the political realm, educators have been grappling with the Common Core implementation in classrooms due to the lack of instructional support and the uncertainty of the Common Core brought by state legislation changes (Porter, Fusarelli, & Fusarelli, 2014). This is consistent with the 2015 EdNext Poll on school reform among a nationally representative sample of 4,083 teachers and general public, in which the percentage of
teachers opposing the Common Core quadrupled from 12% in 2013 to 50% in 2015; the percentage of general public opposing the Common Core almost tripled from 13% in 2013 to 35% in 2015 (Henderson, Peterson, & West, 2016).

The controversy and the mounting opposition to the Common Core merit particular attention to the evolving public opinion on the Common Core. Given the widespread use of social media by the public, to understand the public opinion expressed by social media users, we now turn our attention to the literature where social media and public policy research converge.

**Social Media and Policy Research**

Social media is defined as the online platforms that allow the creation, access, and exchange of user-generated content (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). The emergence of social media has provided Internet users with a readily accessible platform to express and share their thoughts on any topic. Twitter, one of the most popular social media platforms, has some unique features that distinguish itself from other social media platforms. First, Twitter is a primarily open platform. Over 91% of Twitter users choose to make their Twitter profiles and communications visible to other Twitter users (Mislove, Lehmann, Ahn, Onnela, & Rosenquist, 2012). Second, Twitter enables its users to post messages (also called tweets) of up to 140 characters about any topic. The 140-character limit, in fact, speeds up information diffusion, because unlike writing a blog post, crafting a tweet entails much lower investment in time and efforts (Demirbas, Bayir, Akcora, Yilmaz, & Ferhatosmanoglu, 2010; Park, 2013). Third, using a hashtag, a word or phrase preceded by the # symbol, people can readily identify the tweets containing the same hashtag. As a result, the Twitter’s features of openness, brevity, and immediacy (Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; Williams, Terras, & Warwick, 2013) have rendered Twitter as a “platform most amenable to ongoing, public dialogue” (Junco, Heiberger, & Loken, 2011, p. 1).
To date, user-generated Twitter data have been considered as real-time “social sensors” of public opinion (Crooks, Croitoru, Stefanidis, & Radzikowski, 2013; Preethi & Ajit kumar, 2015; Siqi, Lin, Jehan, & Venue, 2011; Weiler, Grossniklaus, & Scholl, 2015). Twitter data usually offer rich details on human behaviors and contextual factors in policy research, including textual information (e.g., the text message on a given policy), temporal information (e.g., the time at which the message is posted), and communication information (e.g., who talks with whom about the policy) (Chung & Zeng, 2015; Prpić, Taeihagh, & Melton, 2015). As such, social media data have already been used to gauge public opinion on an array of public policies, including, but not limited to, the U.S. immigration policy and border security (Chung & Zeng, 2015), space policy (Whitman, 2015), National Security Agency’s surveillance programs (Reddicka, Chatfield, & Jaramillo, 2015), climate change (Kirilenko & Stepchenkova, 2014), healthy food (Widener & Li, 2014), measles vaccination (Radzikowski, Stefanidis, Jacobsen, Croitoru, Crooks, & Delamater, 2016), to name a few. The value of social media data in public policy research suggests educational policy research could potentially reap benefits from social media data as well.

The discourse on Twitter serves as the proxy to gauge and examine the public opinion on the Common Core on Twitter. While education policymakers’ decision making is influenced by an array of factors (e.g., interest groups, political parties, and mass media), the policymakers—who are mostly publicly elected officials—still have the incentives to address and respond to public opinion in order to serve their constituents (Burstein, 2003; Gormley Jr., 2016; Page & Shapiro, 1983). Given the fact that public opinion on educational policy can, at least to some extent, shape policymakers’ decision making, researchers have studied public opinion on a variety of education issues, such as the policy in early childhood education (Gormley Jr., 2016),
school reform (Henderson, Peterson, & West, 2016), school quality (Jacobsen, Snyder, & Saultz, 2014), and race-based and wealth-based student achievement gaps (Valant & Newark, 2016), among others. Prior studies on public opinion on education and educational policy primarily used the data collected from surveys. However, in the case of Common Core, when Twitter is used as one of many communication platforms, the public opinion shared on Twitter contribute to the overall public opinion on the Common Core. In the digital era, with many Twitter users participating in the Common Core discourse by posting tweets containing the hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS, those geo-referenced, time-stamped data enable us to trace, observe, and examine the Common Core discourse on Twitter, thereby advancing our understanding of the public opinion on the Common Core.

In education, the existing studies on Twitter primarily focus on why and how educators and organizations use Twitter. For instance, students, parents, teachers, and school leaders use social media to communicate with one another and build online communities (Carpenter & Krutka, 2014; Cho, 2016; Cho, Ro, & Littenberg-Tobias, 2013; Wang et al., 2016). Schools, districts, state education agencies, and the U.S. Department of Education also use social media to communicate with stakeholders and the digital public (Cox & McLeod, 2014a, 2014b; Wang, 2016a). However, the intellectual efforts in using Twitter data, generated by millions of Twitter users, for educational policy research has been conspicuously absent. Supovitz and his team might be the first group of scholars who have ventured into the intersection of social media and educational policy, arguing that social media-enabled debate on educational policy incubates policy ideas and allows public opinion to emerge (Supovitz et al., 2015). In their study of the 189,658 tweets with the hashtag #CommonCore posted between September 1, 2013 and March 4, 2014, Supovitz et al. (2015) identified three types of elite actors on Twitter (i.e., those who
posted large number of tweets, those whose tweets were frequently retweeted, and those who were mentioned frequently and extensively by others), and then manually coded a random sample of 4,500 tweets posted by the elite actors as informational or opinion-based tweets. Supovitz et al.’s study, albeit valuable, did not address the challenge that the large volume and never-ending stream of social media data might render manual coding text data appallingly labor-intensive, time-consuming, and potentially impractical. Thus, this study extends Supovitz et al.’s (2015) line of research by applying the scalable text mining techniques from the emerging field of text mining to mine public opinion and identify opinion leaders on Twitter.

**Conceptual Framework**

This study is grounded in the network theory and the concept that hashtags help form ad hoc publics. In this section, we first explicate the network theory to provide a theoretical and analytical grounding for this study. We then delineate why and how a Twitter hashtag can be used to identify ad hoc publics to shed light on the public opinion toward a particular educational policy on Twitter.

**Network Theory**

A network consists of nodes and ties that connecting a pair of nodes (Borgatti, Everett, & Johnson, 2013; Newman, 2013; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). For example, a railway network is constituted of railway stations as nodes and railways as ties connecting the stations (e.g., Sen, Dasgupta, Chatterjee, Sreeram, Mukherjee, & Manna, 2002); a journal citation network is constituted of journals as nodes and citations as ties that connecting the journals (e.g., Wang & Bowers, 2016); a social network is constituted of people as nodes and social relationships as ties (e.g., Padgett & Ansell, 1993); a political blog network is constituted of blogs as nodes and the hyperlinks connecting one blog to another as the ties (e.g., Adamic & Glance, 2004).
The network theory posits that the ties have a unique role in a network, as they serve as the conduit for resource exchange between the nodes (Borgatti & Halgin, 2011; Burt, 2005; Degenne & Forse, 1999; Granovetter, 1973; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Therefore, the presence and absence of ties, along with tie strength, facilitates or impedes resource exchange in the networks. In journal citation networks, the citation ties function as the conduit of knowledge exchange between journals (e.g., Leydesdorff, 2007; Wang & Bowers, 2016). In policymaking networks, the cash and in-kind contribution ties function as the conduit of financial prowess on policymakers (Au & Ferrare, 2014). As a corollary, the unique role of ties grants the nodes power and influence in the network: the nodes at the center of the network have more power and influence than those at the periphery of the network (Borgatti, 2005; Burt, 1999; Lin, 2009). In policymaking networks, those who are at the center are considered as influential policy actors. For instance, government actors were more influential than non-government actors in eight states’ reading policymaking networks (Song & Miskel, 2005); wealthy individuals, either directly through individual donations or indirectly through their affiliated philanthropic organizations, were far more influential than average voters in the charter school policymaking network (Au & Ferrare, 2014); credential providers, market suppliers, legislative supporters, and public discourse disseminators are more influential than others in shaping teacher training policies (Kretchmar, Sondel, & Ferrare, 2016). These influential policy actors—the nodes at the center of the networks—are also considered as opinion leaders, because they exert their influence by shaping others’ opinion through dense incoming and outgoing ties in the networks. By contrast, the peripheral actors—those who are at the periphery of the network—engage in less communication, thereby having limited communication ties that function as the conduit spreading their opinion. By such logic, opinion leaders can be identified by examining whether
individuals are at the center of a communication network (Rogers, 2003). In this study, the opinion leaders of the Common Core discourse on Twitter are those who position themselves at the center of the Common Core communication network via extensive and frequent communication ties.

**Hashtags Help Form Ad Hoc Publics**

How to identify online publics on a given topic on Twitter? Prior studies indicate that a hashtag—a user-defined word or phrase preceded by the # symbol to identify a topic and tag a tweet (Messina, 2007)—can be used by Twitter users to form ad hoc publics around a particular topic (Bruns & Burgess, 2011). The ad hoc publics can arise in response to emergencies or crises, such as #BlackLivesMatter for the acquittal of George Zimmerman who fatally shot Trayvon Martin (Stephen, 2015), and #BringBackOurGirls for the global campaign of bringing back the 276 girls abducted in Nigeria (Olson, 2016). The ad hoc publics can also be formed purposely via the hashtags that are deliberately chosen and used by organizations to engage the public. For example, many state education agencies use their state-relevant hashtags consistently, including #vted (education in Vermont), #ohioed (education in Ohio), and #uted (education in Utah) (Wang, 2016b).

Some education researchers have already used hashtags to identify ad hoc publics. For instance, Davis (2015) interviewed 19 school teachers who participated in the weekly conversation about education on Twitter by using the hashtag #EdChat (education-related chat on Twitter), and found that educators perceived Twitter as an instrumental platform to reflect upon teaching practices, as well as exchange knowledge and experience among supportive colleagues. Brewer and Wallis (2015) examined the tweets containing the hashtag #TFA (Teach For America, the non-profit organization that recruits and places non-certified teachers in
traditionally difficult-to-staff schools and districts), and found that TFA used Twitter to reinforce its reform rhetoric within its own reform coalition (e.g., Chief Executive Officers of charter networks, current TFA Corps members, and current TFA staff), but ignored critiques and counter-narratives. Yuen & Pickering (2015) investigated 59,270 tweets containing the hashtag #STEM (the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education community), and found that neither STEM teachers nor university faculty members were the opinion leaders of the STEM education on Twitter. Fikis and Wang (2015) examined over one million tweets containing the hashtag #EdPolicy (educational policy), and found that the opinion leaders on educational policy on Twitter were politicians, mass media, bloggers, and non-profit organizations. Consistent with the finding in Yuen and Pickering’ (2015) study, Fikis and Wang (2015) also found that teachers, the main players in education, were not at the center of the #EdPolicy communication network on Twitter.

In line with the literature on hashtags helping form ad hoc publics, this study uses two frequently used hashtags on the Common Core—#CommonCore and #CCSS (Fikis & Wang, 2015; Supovitz et al., 2015; Wang, 2016b)—to identify the ad hoc publics on Twitter, examine their shared opinion, and identify opinion leaders. In the following section, we present in detail the procedures and methods used to mine public opinion and identify opinion leaders in the Common Core discourse on Twitter.

Methods

To examine the public opinion on the Common Core State Standards on Twitter, we used Twitter REST Application Program Interface (API) to collect the tweets containing the hashtags of #CommonCore and #CCSS. Using Twitter API, we collected a total of 660,051 tweets, along with the metadata on when the tweets were posted and their geolocations. All of the 660,051
tweets containing the hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS make up the Common Core corpus for data analyses that unfold in three parts. First, sentiment analysis was performed to gauge the emotions (positive, negative, or neutral) in each tweet. Then, cluster analysis of the hashtag co-occurrence network was performed to detect the topical structure in the corpus. Lastly, the communication network analysis was performed to identify opinion leaders of the Common Core discourse on Twitter. An overview of the research design in this study is illustrated in Figure 1.

Data Collection

The hashtags of #CommonCore and #CCSS were chosen in this study to identify the tweets related to the Common Core discourse on Twitter. This is because recent studies suggest that both hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS were frequently used on Twitter (Fikis & Wang, 2015; Supovitz et al., 2015; Wang, 2016b). We thereby used Twitter API—the program that provides the public with efficient access to a random sample of approximately 1% of all real-time tweets (Murthy, 2013; Twitter, 2016)—to collect the tweets containing the hashtags of #CommonCore and #CCSS at a one-hour interval throughout each day from December 11, 2014 to December 14, 2015. All of the retrieved 660,051 tweets constitute the Common Core corpus. In comparison with Supovitz et al.’s (2015) Twitter dataset on the Common Core, the Common Core corpus in this study is unique in several ways. First, the timeframe of the tweets collected was extended from Supovitz et al.’s six months between September 1, 2013 and March 4, 2014 to 12 months between December 11, 2014 and December 14, 2015. Second, the data volume in this study’s Common Core corpus (660,051 tweets) is three times as large as the 189,658 tweets
in Supovitz et al.’s study. Third, both of the frequently used hashtags on the Common Core—
#CommonCore and #CCSS (Fikis & Wang, 2015; Supovitz et al., 2015; Wang, 2016b)—were
used in this study to identify the ad hoc publics on Twitter, whereas only #CommonCore was
included in Supovitz et al.’s study. In the current study’s dataset of 660,051 tweets, the vast
majority of the tweets (83.23%) have the hashtag #CommonCore, including 7.99% of the tweets
have both hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS. Yet there are 16.77% of the tweets containing
the hashtag #CCSS, but not #CommonCore. As a result, this study’s Common Core corpus,
which comprises the tweets containing both #CommonCore and #CCSS, provides a more
updated, inclusive picture of the Common Core discourse on Twitter.

**Geo-referencing**

A major task of preparing the Common Core corpus for analyses is geo-referencing. Among the 660,051 tweets, we found that 4,760 (0.72%) tweets were geotagged. That is, when Twitter users choose to enable the geotagging feature, Twitter API provides the geoidentifier of latitude and longitude of the location where the tweets are posted. In the Common Core corpus of this study, the proportion of the geotagged tweets is consistent with approximately 1% of geotagged tweets reported in the Twitter studies in other fields (e.g., Jahanbakhsh & Moon, 2014; Mislove et al., 2012; Ram, Zhang, Williams, & Pengetnz, 2015; Young, Rivers, & Lewis, 2014). In addition to the 0.72% of the geotagged tweets, Twitter API provides Twitter users’ self-reported geographic locations in 73.0% of the tweets in the Common Core corpus. Again, the proportion of tweets with self-reported locations in this study is consistent with Mislove et al.’s (2012) study in which 75.3% of Twitter users self-reported locations in their Twitter profiles. We aimed to maximize the value of the data on self-reported geographic locations, and only meaningful geographic location data can be included to examine each state’s collective
sentiment towards the Common Core. In the Common Core corpus, some self-reported geographic locations (e.g., in the world, on your heart, and in the cloud) are not meaningful, we thereby excluded those tweets from sentiment analysis which aims to detect the sentiment disparities by state. Some Twitter users indicate multiple locations in their Twitter profiles, such as Georgia and Massachusetts. In this case, we created a category for multiple locations, and excluded the tweets associated with multiple locations from sentiment analysis as we could not geo-reference a particular tweet to a specific state. As a result, we were able to identify the meaningful geolocation of 264,038 (40.00%) tweets in the Common Core corpus. Following the recommendation provided in other Twitter studies (Dai & Hao, 2017), we then imputed the geographic locations by state. For instance, if a tweet’s geolocation is Atlanta, Georgia, then we consider the geolocation of this tweet is Georgia. By doing so, we were able to perform sentiment analysis to gauge the digital public’s sentiment towards the Common Core in each state.

**Sentiment Analysis**

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining (Pang & Lee, 2008), is the automatic computer-based analysis to detect sentiment expressed in a given text (Das & Chen, 2007; Yi, Nasukawa, Buncescu, & Niblack, 2003). Sentiment analysis is one of the fast-growing areas in the emerging field of text mining that uses computational modeling to analyze massive amounts of complex digital data, offering an alternative mode of inquiry for social scientists to enrich their understanding of social phenomena (Lazer et al., 2009; Shah, Cappella, & Neuman, 2015; Watts, 2013). In this study, the sentiment of each of the 264,038 tweets with meaningful geolocations in the Common Core corpus was analyzed using SentiStrength. Among many sentiment analysis tools, SentiStrength was chosen because prior literature has consistently shown its high validity.
for tweet sentiment detection based on a lexicon-based method (Abbasi, Hassan, & Dhar, 2014; Gonçalves, Araújo, Benevenuto, & Cha, 2013; Lerman, Arora, Gallegos, Kumaraguru, & Garcia, 2016; Lopes, Pinto, & Francisco, 2016; Pfitzner, Garas, & Schweitzer, 2012; Stieglitz & Dangxuan, 2013; Witherspoon & Stone, 2013). In particular, SentiStrength is considered to be by far one of the best unsupervised tool to analyze the sentiment expressed in tweets (Abbasi, Hassan, & Dhar, 2014). Based on emotion-bearing words, SentiStrength categorizes each tweet into positive, neutral, and negative sentiment (see Thelwall, Buckley, Paltoglou, Cai, & Kappas, 2010, for a thorough explication of the SentiStrength algorithm). Here we present some examples of tweet sentiment classification by using the tweets in the current study’s dataset. The words that show positive or negative sentiment are in bold font followed by the signs “+” suggesting positive and “−” negative.

- **Positive sentiment tweets**
  - Learn the essential strategies for achieving excellence [+] with the #CommonCore. http://t.co/Yo8DhBcBj5
  - I've always loved [+] these posters! #ccss #growthmindset #education @username #cottonwoodpress

- **Negative sentiment tweets**
  - We desperately [-] need a New Federal Education Initiative titled, "No Parent Left Behind" ~ #CommonCore sucks [-]
  - Good [+], grief [-]. #what if teachers didn’t have to smuggle [-] reading into their reading programs? Stupid [-] #CommonCore! #tbats

- **Neutral sentiment tweets**
Using SentiStrength, we categorized each tweet into one of the three sentiments: positive, neutral, and negative. Then, the sentiment of each tweet was aggregated to the state level (i.e., the total number of positive, neutral, and negative sentiment tweets in each state), allowing us to examine the sentiment disparities by state. For each state, we calculated the Sentiment Index which we defined to be the ratio of the percentage of negative sentiment tweets in a given state to the percentage of positive sentiment tweets; thus:

\[
\text{Sentiment Index} = \frac{\text{the percentage of tweets with negative sentiment}}{\text{the percentage of tweets with positive sentiment}}
\]

The higher the Sentiment Index of a state has, the more negative sentiment towards the Common Core expressed in the tweets from the state. If the Sentiment Index is 1, then the state has the same percentage of positive and negative sentiment tweets.

**Hashtag Co-occurrence Network Analysis**

To detect the topical structure of the Common Core corpus, cluster analysis of the hashtag co-occurrence network was performed. As noted previously, hashtags are self-identified keywords of the tweets by Twitter users. Two hashtags share more similarity if they co-occur in a tweet than the similarity between two randomly chosen hashtags (Poschko, 2011). Moreover, the patterns of hashtag co-occurrences shed light on the topical structure on Twitter (Bode, Hanna, Yang, & Shah, 2014). In this study we thus considered the hashtags in the corpus as the proxy for the topics related to the Common Core. In doing so, we created a hashtag co-occurrence network in which the hashtags were represented as nodes, and the co-occurrences of two hashtags were represented as ties. For instance, four hashtags (#CommonCore, #gagov,
#StopCommonCore, and #gagop) co-occurred in a tweet “Jeremy Spencer talking about the coming storm Nathan Deal will face with #CommonCore #gagov #StopCommonCore #gagop http://t.co/oyM0WIBBsw”, then there were six co-occurrence ties connecting the four hashtags in the hashtag co-occurrence network: (1) CommonCore—gagov, (2) CommonCore—StopCommonCore, (3) CommonCore—gagop, (4) gagov—StopCommonCore; (5) gagov—gagop; and (6) StopCommonCore—gagop. We wrote R code to repeat this procedure for all 660,051 tweets in the Common Core corpus to build the hashtag co-occurrence network. We then ran the faction algorithm—one of the network clustering algorithms—to partition the network (de Amorim, Barthélemy, & Ribeiro, 1992; Glover, 1989, 1990), thereby detecting the clusters of hashtags in the network. According to network science (Borgatti et al., 2013), the co-occurrence relationships between hashtags in the same cluster are closer than the ones in different clusters. Thus, the clusters of hashtags manifest the frequently co-occurred topics and their interconnections in the Common Core discourse on Twitter. Further, to ensure the robustness of network partitions, following the recommendations for cluster analysis, we ran the faction algorithm multiple times with different initial partitions by using different random number seeds (Borgatti et al., 2013). If the same subgroups always emerged, then the network partition is considered robust. Therefore, in this study we examined the subgroups that are consistently detected by using the faction algorithm.

**Communication Network Analysis**

To identify the opinion leaders in the Common Core discourse on Twitter, five centralities—Indegree, Outdegree, In-Bonacich Power, Out-Bonacich Power, and betweenness degree—were calculated as the indicators of each Twitter user’s influence in the Twitter communication network. Opinion leaders, according to Rogers (2003), are those who occupy the
central structural locations in the communication network. In this study, the opinion leaders were those who have high centrality, calculated by performing social network analysis, in the communication network in which the Twitter users mention and/or reply to others by using @username in tweets. To that end, this study focused squarely on the communication network by distinguishing communication networks from retweet networks. In the Common Core communication network, Twitter users are nodes and mentions and/or replies are ties; whereas in the retweet network, Twitter users are nodes and retweets are ties. This study defined the communication ties as the ones that connected two Twitter users when a Twitter user mentioned and/or replied to another Twitter user in the tweets. As such, if a Twitter user who tweeted frequently but nobody mentioned or replied, then this Twitter user was not included in the Common Core communication network. If a Twitter user sent out retweets, then the retweets were not considered as communication, as prior literature suggests mentions and/or replies indicate two-way communication whereas retweets are considered as one-way information broadcasting (Wang, 2016b). As a result, to identify opinion leaders in the communication network on the Common Core, we thus used 143,420 tweets in which a given Twitter user was mentioned and/or replied to in order to build the communication network. As a result, in the communication network, each node represents one of 52,910 unique Twitter users; each of 121,180 communication ties connects a pair of Twitter users when they mentioned or replied to each other in the tweets containing the hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS.

All five centrality measures are the indicators of Twitter users’ influence in the communication network, but each centrality conceptualizes influence in a unique way (Bonacich, 1987; Freeman, 1979). A Twitter user A’s Indegree suggests how many other Twitter users mention A in tweets; Outdegree suggests how many Twitter users are mentioned by A (Freeman,
Moreover, this study calculated Bonacich power (Bonacich, 1987)—a centrality measure that takes into account not only a Twitter user’s direct communication with other Twitter users (like Indegree and Outdegree), but also those Twitter users’ communication with others. Therefore, In-Bonacich power suggests the potential influence of a Twitter user can have on others regarding the incoming communication; Out-Bonacich power suggests the potential influence of a Twitter user can have on others regarding the outgoing communication. Further, betweenness centrality (Freeman, 1979) is used to examine the extent of each Twitter user’s role of being the information broker in the Common Core discourse on Twitter.

Taken together, using the Common Core corpus of over half a million tweets, we conducted sentiment analysis to examine public sentiment towards the Common Core in each state. Cluster analysis of the hashtag co-occurrence network analysis was conducted to uncover the topical structure. Communication network analysis was conducted to identify opinion leaders in the Common Core discourse on Twitter.

Results

As noted previously, a total of 660,051 tweets constitute the Common Core corpus in this study. Figure 2 illustrates the volume of the tweets containing the hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS by month. The largest volume of tweets in this study was collected in April 2015, suggesting that the peak time of the Common Core discourse on Twitter was probably driven by the testing season across the states. Mobile devices were the popular sources of tweets in the Common Core corpus. Specifically, 20.09% of tweets were posted from iPhones, followed by Android phones (13.72%) and iPads (6.74%). Collectively, mobile devices contributed as the sources for 40.55% of tweets in the corpus. In addition, approximately one-third (32.09%) of
tweets in the corpus were posted directly on the Twitter website, instead of the Twitter app on mobile devices.

**Overwhelmingly Negative Sentiment towards the Common Core on Twitter**

The results of sentiment analysis are quite striking. The Sentiment Indexes indicate that the negative sentiment towards the Common Core surpass the positive sentiment in all states and the District of Columbia. As noted in the Methods section, the higher the Sentiment Index of a state has, the more negative sentiment towards the Common Core expressed in the tweets from the state. Visualized in Figure 3, the states with a darker shade of color have more negative sentiment towards the Common Core. Virginia has the highest Sentiment Index (33.27) among all states, indicating that for every positive tweet on the Common Core, there were 33.27 negative tweets during the study period. One possible explanation is that the heated discussion on Twitter was sparked, as the House Bill 1752, the bill that prohibited the Board of Education from adopting the Common Core, passed the House and the Senate, but was vetoed by the Governor, and then the House and Senate overrode the Governor’s veto in 2015 (Virginia’s Legislative Information System, 2015). Washington has the lowest Sentiment Index at 1.00, indicating the almost same percentages of negative and positive sentimental tweets towards the Common Core in Washington state.

Is there any relationship between the states’ Common Core Sentiment Index and the extent of Common Core adoption? Using the data on the Common Core adoption status in each state (Academic Benchmarks, 2016), we display in Table 1 the descriptive statistics of the Sentiment Indexes by five categories of the Common Core adoption across all states (adopted verbatim, adopted with modification, partially adopted, withdrawn, and not adopted). The correlation result indicates a significant relationship between the Sentiment Indexes of the
verbatim-adoption states and the modified-adoption states, \( r(41) = 0.389, p = 0.010 \). This finding suggests that the Common Core verbatim-adoption states had less negative sentiment towards the Common Core than the modified-adoption states. Put differently, the less negative sentiment towards the Common Core was more likely to be expressed by Twitter users in the states adopting the Common Core more fully.

**Pluralistic Topical Structure of the Common Core Discourse**

To detect the topical structure of the Common Core discourse on Twitter, we applied the faction algorithm to cluster the hashtags that co-occurred with #CommonCore and/or #CCSS into subgroups based on their co-occurrence relationships in the hashtag co-occurrence network. The entire network contains 846 hashtags and 19,650 co-occurrence ties. Following Borgatti et al.’s (2013) recommendation on reducing the large network to a reasonable size for analysis and visualization, we focused on the pairs of hashtags that co-occurred at least 200 times in the Common Core corpus (i.e., the co-occurrence tie strength \( \geq 200 \)). The network was then visualized in Figure 4, which contains 66 hashtags and 249 co-occurrence ties (tie strength \( \geq 200 \)).

Five clusters of hashtags thus emerged after applying the faction algorithm. The hashtags in the same cluster are coded by the same color (see Figure 4). A close examination of the hashtags within each cluster reveals the topical structure of the Common Core discourse on Twitter. The largest cluster (red, left) contains 21 hashtags, dominated by the hashtags about the 2016 presidential candidates affiliated with the Republican Party—such as #tedcruz, #cruzcrew, #tedcruz2016, #jebbush, and #trump2016. The hashtags in this cluster also show much negative sentiment towards the Common Core, including #stopcommoncore, #stopcc, and #stopecaa (stop the Every Child Achieves Act). The second cluster (green, lower right) contains 17 hashtags,
mostly revolving around Twitter chats, such as #edchat, #engchat, #elachat (English language arts chat), #mathchat, #sschat (social studies chat), #ntchat (new teacher chat), #elemchat (elementary education chat), and #ptchat (parent and teacher chat). The hashtags related to student assessments are also present in this cluster, including #parcc (the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers) and #sbac (the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium). The third cluster (black, right) is about educational policy and reform, such as #edpolicy, #edreform, #nclb, #esea, #congress, and #assessment. The fourth cluster (pink, upper right) is about teaching and testing, such as #teachers, #teaching, #testing, #education, and #publicschools. Lastly, the hashtags in the fifth cluster (gray, upper left) do not demonstrate a consistent theme: some hashtags are related to different political ideologies, such as #democrat, #republican, #teaparty, and #tlot (Top Libertarians on Twitter); however, the hashtags in this cluster are not dominated by one particular political party.

**Opinion leaders Expressed Mostly Negative Sentiment towards the Common Core**

Thus far, we found overwhelmingly negative sentiment towards the Common Core in all states and a pluralistic topical structure of the Common Core corpus. These findings beg the question: Who were the opinion leaders having a relatively large influence in the Common Core communication network on Twitter? Given the fact that most states have adopted the Common Core, was it possible that parents and teachers expressed widespread negativity across the states, but the policymakers and those who advocated for the Common Core were the opinion leaders with positive sentiment? Or was it possible that the opposition to the Common Core has gained momentum “in some 2014 gubernatorial elections, especially in Republican primaries” (p. 495), as predicted by McDonnell and Weatherford (2013)?
To answer these questions, we used five centrality measures to identify the opinion leaders in the communication network made of 52,910 unique Twitter users and 121,180 communication (mention and/or reply) ties. On the one hand, a vast majority (86,123, 71.07%) of the communication ties have tie strength at one, indicating most Twitter users communicate with one another only once regarding the Common Core. On the other hand, 366 (0.30%) Twitter users communicated with one another at least 30 times. The identity of the high-centrality Twitter users—those who are at the center of the Common Core communication network—is not divulged for privacy consideration; therefore, Table 2 displays the de-identified results of the high-centrality Twitter users and their sentiment towards the Common Core. As seen in Table 2, the high-centrality Twitter users’ sentiment is color coded: the gray cell represents that the Twitter user who expressed negative sentiment towards the Common Core; the white cell represents neutral sentiment. A Twitter user’s sentiment towards the Common Core was detected through multiple approaches: (1) the sentiment expressed on a particular Twitter user’s Twitter profile, such as using the hashtag #StopCC or the words “No Common Core”; (2) the sentiment expressed by the tweets posted by a particular Twitter user; and (3) the sentiment expressed by the tweets mentioned and/or replied to a particular Twitter user. Among the 34 high-centrality Twitter users, none expressed positive sentiment towards the Common Core; only one (User11) expressed neutral sentiment. The rest of 33 high-centrality Twitter users expressed negative sentiment towards the Common Core (e.g., User9 and User12 are the Twitter accounts for a group of teachers, respectively; User32 is the Twitter account for a group of parents). Regarding the political party affiliations of the high-centrality Twitter users, the absence of the Democratic Party was conspicuous: none of the Twitter users in Table 2 was affiliated with the Democratic Party, at least according to the users’ Twitter profile. By sharp contrast, many of the high-
centrality Twitter users were affiliated with the Republican Party: User4 and User24 were the presidential candidates; User2, User5, User6, User19, User28, and User29 identified themselves as Republicans in their Twitter profiles.

**Discussion**

This study might be the first one in the field of educational policy that applied sentiment analysis and network analysis to examine the public opinion on the Common Core expressed in over half a million tweets containing the hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS. We found that the negative sentiment towards the Common Core surpassed the positive sentiment in all states. We detected a pluralistic topical structure of the Common Core discourse, including five tight-knit hashtag clusters (politics and anti-Common Core, educators’ weekly Twitter chats and assessment, educational policy and reform, teaching and testing, and non-specific). We also found most of the opinion leaders expressed negative sentiment towards the Common Core (e.g., the Twitter accounts for two groups of teachers and a group of parents), as well as those who were affiliated with the Republican Party (e.g., presidential candidates and their supporters). Our findings shed light on the emerging intersection of educational policy, politics, and social media. In the remainder of this article, we discuss the role of social media and politics in the Common Core discourse, followed by the methodological implications of this study. This paper concludes with the limitations and suggestions for future inquiry.

**The Role of Social Media in the Common Core Discourse**

This study draws attention to an important, though underexplored, line of inquiry on the impact of social media on educational policy. The results of this study will guide further inquiry into the role of social media in shaping online public opinion on educational policies. We found the widespread negativity towards the Common Core from Twitter users in all states. However,
with the dataset in this study, we did not have sufficient evidence to conclude whether the policymakers were responding to their constituents on the issues related to the Common Core. Nevertheless, does the Common Core discourse on Twitter resemble an echo chamber—an environment in which individuals primarily exchange information with those with similar ideological preferences (Adamic & Glance, 2005; Iyengar & Hahn, 2009), as identified in the Twitter discourse on the 2012 presidential election, the 2013 government shutdown, and the 2014 State of Union address (Barberá, Jost, Nagler, Tucker, & Bonneau, 2015)? The findings in this study suggest an affirmative answer. Specifically, the findings suggest an echo chamber dominated by negative sentiment towards the Common Core, as attested by the overwhelmingly negative sentiment across the states and the finding that 33 of 34 high-centrality Twitter users expressed negative sentiment. A recent study suggests that social media users’ opinion on a controversial topic is influenced by their exposure to the one-sided social media comments, regardless of their reported level of previous knowledge (Witteman, Fagerlin, Exe, Trottier, & Zikmund-Fisher, 2016). Granted, the echo chamber effect is not unique to the Common Core discourse on Twitter. Prior literature suggests that the Internet reinforces the echo chamber effect: the Internet is more effective in “preaching the converts” (Norris, 2003, p. 24) and mobilizing supporters than persuading and changing people’s beliefs, attitudes, and opinions (Bimber & Davis, 2003; Vaccari, 2012). It is thus important that we recognize the limited role of online communication platforms in policy debates drawing on “vox populi” (voice of people, if translated from Latin) (Galton, 1907, p. 450). In the case of the Common Core, the overwhelmingly negative sentiment is likely to amplify the echo chamber effect when the Common Core has already been framed as a government intrusion into children’s lives, an opportunity for corporations to wring profits from public education, a battleground of culture
wars, an experiment on children, and a means of brainwashing children (Supovitz & Reinkordt, 2017).

Further, in comparison with other Twitter users discussing the Common Core, educators appear to use Twitter in a unique manner: educators participated in their weekly Twitter chats—as evidenced by the green hashtag cluster in Figure 4—to share and exchange ideas on teaching, learning, and student assessments (e.g., the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers and the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium). Moreover, two teacher groups’ Twitter accounts emerged as the opinion leaders in the Common Core communication network on Twitter. By contrast, the lack of education research associations’ and researchers’ presence in the Common Core discourse on Twitter suggests that “the often muted voice of researchers in the policy process” (McDonnell, 2016, p. 147) applies to online environment as well. While “education research cannot depoliticize decisionmaking” (Shavelson, 1988, p. 6), education research contributes to policy “by helping to construct, by challenging, and by changing the way policymakers and practitioners view particular problems” (p. 4). The findings of this study raise new questions: How to inform the digital public on educational policy issues on social media? How to effectively disseminate valid, research-based evidence to inform education policymaking so that bodies of evidence do not lay inert in research journals? How to use social media to garner public support for the policies that aim to provide equitable education and create socially just learning environments for all students? To answer these questions, future inquiry is encouraged to venture into the intersection of educational policy, politics, public opinion, and social media.
The Changing Political Context of Common Core

As “public education became more politicized” (McDonnell, 2016, p. 143), the Common Core discourse on Twitter, unsurprisingly, is politicized as well. The topics identified in this study were less about teaching and learning, even though the intention of the Common Core policy was for the interest of our students and the future of the United States. The statements—policies shape politics (Schattschneider, 1935), and vice versa (McDonnell, 2009)—do not miss their relevance to the educational policies in the digital age, as the results of this study reveal a highly politicized context of the Common Core policy. In comparison with Supovitz et al.’s (2015) study that identified the presence of political discussion over the Common Core on Twitter from 2013 to 2014, this study went a step further and found that the traditional partisan dichotomy was not present in the Common Core discourse on Twitter from 2014 to 2015. Rather, the opinion leaders in the Common Core discourse were dominated by those imply a political ideology leaning toward the Right. This finding can be explained by the changing political context of the Common Core policy: the bipartisan consensus at the early stage of Common Core adoption met with mounting resistance as many Republicans, particularly the Republican presidential candidates, reversed their position from in favor of to opposing the Common Core (Elkind, 2016; McDonnell & Weatherford, 2013; Zernike, 2015). If education policymaking, as Parkhurst (2017) argued, is inherently political and is more than technical decision making that centers around whether and how the adoption and implementation of the Common Core enhance student learning, then it wound be vain efforts to depoliticize the Common Core. The key is not to dismiss or exalt politically motivated tweets, but to “embracing the political nature of policymaking head-on” (Parkhurst, 2017, p. 8). To do so, we need to ask the questions: To what extent does rigorously, systematically evaluated evidence have a bearing
on the Common Core policy? What constitutes legitimate evidence to inform the Common Core policy? How to ensure legitimate evidence is presented systematically instead of being cherry-picked? The data in this study did not provide the answers, and hopefully these questions would invite future researchers to untangle the close interplay between politics and education policymaking.

**Methodological Implications**

This study provides a proof of concept and an initial benchmark of how social media data can be used to detect online public opinion on educational policies. Sentiment analysis detects the sentiment expressed in tweets in an automated approach; cluster analysis of the hashtag co-occurrence network examines the topical structure from the perspective of co-occurrence ties between pairs of hashtags; social network analysis identifies the online opinion leaders at the center of the communication network on Twitter. Indeed, the Common Core corpus in this study can be analyzed through traditional qualitative and quantitative approaches. However, the data collected from social media are usually characterized by high volume (large amounts of data) and high velocity (high speed of data generation) (Watts, 2013). The high-volume and high-velocity social media data pose methodological challenges to analyze data in a timely manner. The alternative methodological approaches demonstrated in this study lay a promising foundation for real-time analytics, because the analytical techniques used in this study can be automated and scaled up, thereby presenting real-time results of online public opinion on educational policies. The hashtags used in this study (#CommonCore and #CCSS) can be replaced by any emerging hashtag on an educational policy. As a result, the methodological approaches employed in this study can be replicated in the studies of public opinion on any educational policy on Twitter. The traditional educational policy research methods usually lead
to a time lag of months, if not years, between data collection and result report. This time lag
imposes a severe limitation in education policymaking and implementation in a political
environment where education problems and solutions are evolving constantly. Therefore,
bringing in computational methods for social media data acquisition by using API, automated
text mining, and social network analysis, this study presents the potential of overcoming the time
constraint in traditional educational policy research, and provides policymakers with real-time
results of online public opinion on education policies, thereby informing future education
policymaking and implementation. While all three methodological approaches used in this study
can be automated, it is important to note that they do not supplant conventional methodological
approaches to analyze text data. Rather, the automated analytical approaches compliment the
conventional approaches to analyze qualitative data (Grimmer & Stewart, 2013; King, 2011,
2016). As Grimmer and Stewart (2013) noted, the automated analytical approaches do not
replace humans, but “amplify human abilities” (p. 4). Together, they enhance the veracity of
analytical results.

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Inquiry

The results of this study must be interpreted with caution due to several limitations. First,
the results of correlation tests only suggest that the negative sentiment towards the Common
Core was more likely to be expressed by Twitter users in the states adopted the Common Core
more fully. However, we do not have sufficient evidence to claim the causality, because it is
possible that the state’s full adoption of Common Core caused less negative sentiment expressed
of by Twitter users in the state, or it is possible the other way around. Given the findings in this
study, future inquiry is recommended to investigate the relationship between public sentiment
and Common Core implementation. Fine-grained data on Common Core implementation will
enrich our understanding of the mechanism between how the Common Core is implemented and how the public and policymakers respond accordingly. Second, this study only includes approximately 1% of tweets, instead of all tweets, containing the hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS. Twitter API provides a real-time random sample of 1% of all tweets posted by Twitter users; therefore, it is unknown whether the high-volume Twitter users—those who post a large number of tweets—are disproportionately favored by Twitter API. To that sense, the results of this study might not be generalized to all Twitter users or the entire population in the United State. Further, Twitter users represent only 23% of Internet users and demonstrate certain demographic features, including the underrepresentation of Hispanic Twitter users in the southwest and African-American Twitter users in the South and Midwest (Duggan, 2015; Mislove et al., 2013). We thus encourage future studies to examine the differences, if any, between the public opinion towards the Common Core on Twitter and the opinion expressed by the public representative of the entire population. Third, despite the public opinion detected on Twitter in this study, the 140-character limitation on each tweet might be too limited for an in-depth discussion on the Common Core to take place on Twitter. Therefore, we encourage future researchers to delve into other sources of public opinion on the Common Core, including blogs, online discussion forums, and Facebook posts. Fourth, sentiment analysis in this study does not take into account the sentiment of the webpage text directed by the hyperlinks in tweets. Also, the fully automated sentiment analysis does not detect sarcasm very well. Sarcastic praises, instead of suggesting positive sentiment, actually carry negative sentiment (Altrabsheh, Cocea, & Fallahkhair 2015). As the techniques of sentiment analysis continue to mature, we highly encourage future inquiry to include the sentiment expressed in the text on the webpages directed by the hyperlinks in tweets and the sentiment expressed through sarcasm. The fifth limitation
derives from the variation in the geo-referencing accuracy between geotagged locations and self-reported locations in the Twitter user profile. In comparison, geotagged locations are more accurate, as they are based on each tweet, whereas self-reported geolocations are based on Twitter users who might move from state to state. If a Twitter user moves from Alabama to Wisconsin without changing the self-reported location in the Twitter user profile, it is unknown to us that the geographic location of the tweets from this particular user should be updated to Wisconsin. Therefore, future studies are recommended to develop new techniques to improve the accuracy of geo-referencing of social media data. Lastly, this study is a snapshot of public opinion on Common Core on Twitter. As the analytical methods of social media data continue to advance, we highly encourage future researchers to capitalize on the fine-grained, time-stamped, and geo-referenced social media data to develop real-time or near real-time analysis of public opinion on educational policies, to longitudinally track the change of public opinion, to examine how public opinion plays a role in the fluid political, societal, economic, and cultural ecosystem of education policymaking and implementation, as well as to inform policymakers in their evidence-based decision making process.
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Figure 1 Overview of research design.

Figure 2 The tweets containing the hashtags #CommonCore and #CCSS by month.
Figure 3 Choropleth map of Sentiment Indexes on the Common Core. A darker shade of color suggests the Twitter users from the state expressed more negative sentiment towards the Common Core on Twitter.

Table 1 The States’ Common Core Sentiment Index by the Extent of Common Core Adoption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adoption phase</th>
<th>Number of states</th>
<th>Sentiment Index</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1—adopted verbatim</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2—adopted with modification</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>9.91</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3—partially adopted</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4—withdrawn</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5—not adopted</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>33.27</td>
<td>10.33</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>33.27</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4 The Common Core hashtag co-occurrence Network (tie strength ≥ 200). The network contains 66 hashtags and 249 co-occurrence ties. Node size represents degree, and node color represents the nodes in different clusters.

Table 2 High-centrality Twitter Users and Their Sentiment towards the Common Core

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Indegree</th>
<th>In-Bonacich Power</th>
<th>Betweenness</th>
<th>Outdegree</th>
<th>Out-Bonacich Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>User1</td>
<td>User1</td>
<td>User1</td>
<td>User1</td>
<td>User11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>User2</td>
<td>User11</td>
<td>User3</td>
<td>User26</td>
<td>User1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>User3</td>
<td>User12</td>
<td>User17</td>
<td>User27</td>
<td>User31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>User4</td>
<td>User13</td>
<td>User20</td>
<td>User4</td>
<td>User32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>User5</td>
<td>User14</td>
<td>User4</td>
<td>User28</td>
<td>User33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>User6</td>
<td>User15</td>
<td>User21</td>
<td>User29</td>
<td>User26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>User7</td>
<td>User16</td>
<td>User22</td>
<td>User7</td>
<td>User27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>User8</td>
<td>User17</td>
<td>User23</td>
<td>User10</td>
<td>User3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>User9</td>
<td>User18</td>
<td>User24</td>
<td>User30</td>
<td>User20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>User10</td>
<td>User19</td>
<td>User25</td>
<td>User3</td>
<td>User34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The gray cell represents that the Twitter user who expressed negative sentiment towards the Common Core; white represents neutral sentiment.